York Brazil CKD Label Requirements
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Specific Brazil part numbers are identified to ship directly to the Complete Knock Down (CKD)
facility in Brazil where they are assembled into a motorcycle. The directions below pertain to
orders placed by the York Brazil facility for shipments to Brazil. The Kansas City facility also
orders material for Brazil and those orders will have a different schedule issuer code, ship to
code, purchase order number and labeling requirements.
The York Brazil/CKD parts are ordered by the Brazil plant (EDI ship schedule will have a
schedule issuer code of 7178522171) with a ship to location of the York plant (EDI ship
schedule will have a ship to code of 062629324) and will have a purchase order number
beginning with a B (i.e. B00000xxxx).
The York Brazil parts are cross-docked at the York plant and require the following Brazil/CKD
label attached to each box in the shipment to ensure they get routed correctly for receipt into
Brazil’s inventory and placed into a sea container for shipment.

Brazil CKD Label Requirements

The Brazil/CKD label is mailed to the supplier with the purchase order. When additional labels
are needed, please contact the York Brazil purchasing representative and he/she will ensure that
additional labels are mailed to your company. Please do not reproduce the label as the H-D
processes require a label matching to the exact size and color.

Requirements
 The York Brazil/CKD label (illustration on page 1) must be attached to the top of each
box in the shipment and visible through the shrink wrap.
 York Brazil/CKD parts can not be combined with other shipments to Brazil or York.
 Each box must have Container labels attached. Refer to the Product Identification (B-10)
Label Specification document for additional information.
 The pallet must have a Master label or Mixed Master and Mixed Load labels attached.
Refer to the Product Identification (B-10) Label Specification document for additional
information.

Example
Below is a Mixed Load pallet illustration. Please note each box contains the York Brazil/CKD
label attached to the top of the box; Container labels on the adjacent corners of each box; Mixed
Load label; and an envelope containing the Mixed Master labels. Also, all parts on the pallet are
York Brazil/CKD parts and have a purchase order number beginning with a B.
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